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ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN

celebrate sacrificing monument: "touch traditional new"
anticipate isometric audience: "core upon field"
abalone interviews wrapping: "small barrier similar"
taps however native: "ladder grammar thump"
horse appeal likelihood: "letter grammar thumb"
people revenues puzzles: "entirely sculpts still"
adventure called infested: "angle from foam"
beginning thump walkways: "different fish different"
tusk architecture normally: "tusk horse taps"
horseshoe grammar magic: "task horse tips"
machine composite uncertainty: "cave renovations minutiae"
throwaway ladder navigation: "drops the desire."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN

cave spaceship intent: "latent ship rave"
renovations concludes philosophy: "spy conch nova"



minutiae trajectories contexts: "texts reject mine"
exploration whammy prediction: "diction ham ration"
multifaceted provocation dissolution: "solute vocation facet"
landfill penthouse landscape: "cape pent fill"
reconciling islands costumes: "cost is ceiling"
shopping symbol university: "city bole shop"
reflects renders forklift: "lift senders flecks"
doodle crocodile appreciate: "preach crock poodle"
romp budding iconic: "corn bud stomp"
exemplifies tractor skins: "kin actor exempt."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN

coauthor brutal unearthing: "break in wreck"
lobster leave home: "mud slant lone"
character maintains boggling: "freight mange cute"
mute niece investigative: "racket lobe coat"
manger problems irreducibly: "brute leaf stains"
frightened loyalty enigmas: "nice probe royalty"
loneliness humor riddle: "tumor lore sly"
slanted ignore including: "knot bell bling"
muddled simultaneously abruptly: "clicks current whey"
requires knowing why: "erupts clues middle"
invention disbelief undercurrents: "masks red tiger"
breakneck absorbing cliché: "bog tome hinge."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED SIXTEEN

challenge miracles absence: "wind wave trees"
revolution involution supply: "sun stone page"
argues application announcing: "slow off new"
startups answered students: "mountains instant in"
increase coalition misplaced: "floor dozen cold"
sense amount cleaner: "waffles tab fad"
radioactive obligations economic: "gable tan tact"



soliciting generation afternoon: "oaken cabs fan"
dominant robot simple: "sap taboo fable"
standard conversation orgasm: "tacit daily sat"
electroencephalogram called cherry: "tea far air"
imperative prototype presumably: "orb rock moist."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED SEVENTEEN

stiff mynah spiritual: "Daedalus everybody made"
realm universe hope: "to chill not"
granted rounded publishing: "automobiles penetrating young"
spirit aggressive masters: "on recumbent boxcars"
stopping clay embrace: "the prostrate getting"
balance sounds dumb: "cup hyena earth"
emotional eternal embedded: "hours terrier bee"
sage just like: "mound din scent"
float humble carved: "adders full skull"
moon own manifest: "heir brow deep"
brush opportunity describes: "reason would simply"
ancient approval journey: "name rises mouth."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED EIGHTEEN

love highest innate: "innate cognate elephant"
cognate elephant distinctions: "distinctions pancake estate"
drum estate pancake: "pancake resonant whispers"
hooker resonant blockheaded: "headed block ant"
initiative whispers innocence: "in no sense"
distinguishing glimpse serpentine: "in no cents"
landscape udder surrounding: "in no scents"
selves caskets expressing: "sing press caskets"
knock knocking knockers: "stock stocking stockers"
knowledge certain breath: "know ledge wedge"
appreciated antics unimpeachable: "sun imp peach"
threshold camera bombastic: "bomb aspic stick."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED NINETEEN

also wish call: "call time dark"
time dark turn: "turn must ways"
must ways rings: "rings dint felt"
dint felt real: "real wish fire"
wish fire gift: "gift pure this"
pure this dual: "dual then make"
then make form: "form life meat"
life meat work: "work what most"
what most anal: "anal wake from"
wake from feel: "feel time upon"
time upon tool: "tool ache took"
ache took turn: "turn also wish."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED TWENTY

stooped and looks: "looks about home"
getting a call: "looks has children"
had never left: "looks they many"
left without informing: "looks also people"
people were forced: "looks left had"
also being underpaid: "looks getting stooped"
many years older: "looks rationale work"
they pleaded poverty: "looks strengthened harder"
children work harder: "looks poverty older"
has been strengthened: "looks underpaid forced"
home from work: "looks informing left"
about their rationale: "looks call looks."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED TWENTY ONE



with the bricks: "bricks bricks bricks"
keeping them running: "bricks them bricks"
home to celebrate: "to celebrate bricks"
missing boys volunteered: "missing bricks bricks"
have the authority: "have the bricks"
bought off by: "bricks bricks bricks"
produced a stick: "bricks stick bricks"
the police noticed: "bricks stick stick"
a horse cart: "stick stick stick"
were never arrested: "stick stick bricks"
a small infraction: "stick bricks bricks"
visited the kiln: "bricks bricks bricks."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED TWENTY TWO

wife argued eloquently: "the charged seemed"
cup of tea: "charged seemed the"
fields to tend: "seemed the charged"
heaved into motion: "charged the seemed"
only a matter: "the seemed charged"
might be willing: "seemed charged the"
to catch up: "pages more feels"
decided to hide: "more feels pages"
plan had been: "feels pages more"
spending the money: "more pages feels"
money to go: "pages feels more"
money and time: "feels more pages."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED TWENTY THREE

the focus group: "group focus the"
charged with perjury: "perjury with charged"
seemed to deliver: "to deliver seemed"



humanity is surplus: "is surplus humanity"
intelligent structural decisions: "gent tell in"
supposedly fun activities: "soup pose seed"
pages describe women: "women describe pages"
more stable pairings: "more stable table"
feels rigged against: "against rigged feels"
a popular songwriter: "song write tear"
greater personal freedom: "eat per free"
the troops returned: "returned the the."
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David V. Erdman
Annotations to Aphorisms on Man , Translated [by J. H. Fuseli] from the Original Manuscript of
the Rev. John Caspar Lavater, Citizen of Zuric. London': Printed for J. Johnson, St. Paul's
Church-Yard.
1788.

Blake obtained his copy unbound and made his notes so rapidly that the ink was blotted off on
adjacent leaves, heaped out of proper order. A few afterthoughts were written in pencil: those on
Nos. 287 and 384 probably by Blake; an “Admirable!” on No. 20 and “No fumbler Kisses” on No.
503 by two different writers, probably friends to whom Blake showed his marked copy as
instructed in No. 643.

Someone, probably Blake himself, made the six substantive corrections called for by the page
of Errata—correcting “command” to “commands”, “whom” to “who”, “subtleness” to “sullenness”,
“wise” to “rife” (not noticing that the listed word is another mistake for “ripe”, the word called for
by the sense), and inserting an article—but ignored the eight corrections of punctuation and
spelling indicated.

On the title page Blake wrote and underlined his signature, “Willm Blake”, beneath the printed
“Lavater”, and then enclosed the two names in an outline of a heart. He also inscribed plain
“Will. Blake” at the top of page 1.

3. As in looking upward each beholder thinks himself the centre of the sky; so Nature formed
her individuals, that each must see himself the centre of being.

Let me refer here, to a remark on aphorism 533 & another on. 630

533. I have often, too often, been tempted, at the daily relation of new knaveries, to despise
human nature in every individual, till, on minute anatomy of each trick, I found that the knave
was only an ENTHUSIAST or MOMENTARY FOOL. This discovery of momentary folly,
symptoms of which assail the wisest and the best, has thrown a great consolatory light on my
inquiries into man's moral nature: by this the theorist is enabled to assign to each class and
each individual its own peculiar fit of vice or folly; and, by the same, he has it in his power to
contrast the ludicrous or dismal catalogue with the more pleasing one of sentiment and virtue,
more properly their own.



man is the ark of God the mercy seat is above upon the ark cherubims guard it on either side &
in the midst is the holy law. man is either the ark of God or a phantom of the earth & of the water
if thou seekest by human policy to guide this ark. remember Uzzah II Sam l. [erasure] VI Ch:

knaveries are not human nature knaveries are knaveries See N 554

this aphorism seems to me to want discrimination

630. A GOD, an ANIMAL, a PLANT, are not companions of man; nor is the FAULTLESS--then
judge with lenity of all; the coolest, wisest, best, all without exception, have their points, their
moments of enthusiasm, fanaticism, absence of mind, faint-heartedness, stupidity--if you allow
not for these, your criticisms on man will be a mass of accusations or caricatures.

It is the God in all that is our companion & friend, for our God himself says, you are my brother
my sister & my mother; & St John. Whoso dwelleth in love dwelleth in God & God in him. & such
an one cannot judge of any but in love. & his feelings will be attractions or repulses

See Aphorisms 549 & 554

God is in the lowest effects as well as in the highest causes for he is become a worm that he
may nourish the weak

For let it be rememberd that creation is. God descending according to the weakness of man for
our Lord is the word of God & every thing on earth is the word of God & in its essence is God

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Jim Leftwich
The Road of Excess Leads to the Palace of Excess

In 1969, the conceptualist Douglas Heubler wrote: The world is full of
objects, more or less interesting. I do not wish to add any more. Thirty-two
years later, and (my estimate) a few million objects later, there are still
too few objects in the world. I am thinking, as I presume Heubler was
thinking, of those objects which might be considered as works of art. There



probably are enough truck tires zip drives wristwatches handguns cell phones
toothbrushes checkbooks Wal-Marts paper clips New York Cities. Enough
useful, sensible stuff, in other words, to keep us busy quickly killing
ourselves and destroying the planet. Louise Nevelson, sculptor and early
practitioner of installation art, said in 1976: I want a lot of quality in a
lot of quantity. I want quantity in extreme excess and comparable debate
concerning its quality (for those concerned to debate such matters).

My tendencies towards the minimal are strong enough. Absence, silence, and
nothingness loom large. Their allure is centrifugal. A refusal of the
center, an annihilation of the center. My tendencies towards excess are
equally strong. The center for me is certainly wherever I am; for you it is
as certainly wherever you are. Consider Black Elk's mythic world mountain at
the center of the world in South Dakota, or Guillevic's the middle is
everywhere - / and I'm in it. The center is identity writ large. It is self:
perception, possession, power. The world is that which has been in some
sense experienced. The world as we know it. Experience is perceived as
property. Or experience as perceived is property. The owner is at the
center.

The urge towards the minimal removes or ceases moving. It either reduces to
fundamentals: quarks for the physical world, economics for human
interaction, ideas for art: consider Klein's empty gallery, Kosuth's texts
on gallery walls, Asher's air installations, Turrell's light installations.
On and on: less and less and less is more. Or it refuses production: the
metaphor if not the actuality of playing chess. Neo-hesychasm. All that is
discarded becomes an enormously turbulent array, a centrifugal chaotic
aggregate. This detritus is the playground and the alchemical laboratory of
excess. It is the opposite of the minimal but is inevitably generated by the
minimal. Its signature is the fragment. Destabilization is its norm. "I
contain multitudes" might be its motto. The I as center is singular, a
fiction. The multitudes explode the I. Whitman's container is no container
at all; it is the environment of an absent center. It isn't true that we
aggrandize ourselves by making objects; the opposite is true: we empty
ourselves, absent ourselves. Fifteen years or so ago, I worked for some time
on a still unfinished poem entitled "Margins". Its last lines are: The
recipe as brief as simple air. / Make more than you will ever need. I'm
still working on the project.

3.8.01 / 3.12.01
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The word fedora comes from the title of an 1882 play by
dramatist Victorien Sardou, Fédora, written for Sarah
Bernhardt. The play was first performed in the United States
in 1889. Bernhardt played Princess Fédora, the heroine of the
play. During the play, Bernhardt wore a center-creased, soft
brimmed hat.

The beef industry today is highly dependent upon technology,
but this has not always been true. In the early 20th century,
feeder operations were separate from all other related
operations and feedlots were non-existent. They appeared in
the 1950s and 1960s as a result of hybrid grains and
irrigation techniques; the ensuing larger grain crops led to
abundant grain harvests. However, the first known feedlot was
designed and built by Gustavus Swift in 1876 on the south
side of Chicago. It was suddenly possible to feed large
numbers of cattle in one location and so, to cut
transportation costs, grain farm and feedlot locations
merged. Cattle were no longer sent from all across the
southern states to places like California, where large
slaughter houses were located. In the 1980s, meat packers
followed the path of feedlots and are now located close by
them as well.
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small press footnote ashes,
sentence conclusions hemp,
informality infinity gold,
spider or spit bracketing earth,
liturgical parentheses stone,
distribution tissue wood,
uncompromising proxy rubber,
symbiotic analytic coal,

small press foot\--]note ashes,
sentence conclusions\ -]\-]hemp,
informality infin--ity gold,
distribut-\io]\-n tissue wood,
uncompromising pr\-oxy rubber,
symb]\iotic analytic coal,
retrospect\ive itself salt,
influence co-]\ntemporary glass,
doubts disastro-us steel,
Dada falsifies lead,
spider or spit bracketing earth,
l]\i-t]\-urgical parentheses stone,

small press foot\--]note gravy
sentence conclusions\ emanations
informality infin--ity explosions
distribut-\io]\-n tissue stomach
uncompromising pr\-oxy reemerges
symb]\iotic analytic affirmation
retrospect\ive itself commerce
influence co-]\ntemporary exchange
doubts disastro-us atmospheric
Dada falsifies initial conditions
spider or spit bracketing obscurely
l]\i-t]\-urgical parentheses passion



small press foothungry note gravy
sentence fumes\ emanations
informality gruel explosions
brie tissue stomach
uncompromising cut reemerges
plausible analytic affirmation
fishmirrors itself commerce
influence fruit chicken exchange
doubts broomstick atmospheric
dirt witch falsifies initial conditions
spider or spit bracketing topsyturvy
kindling parentheses passion
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Thomas De Quincey, from "The Literature of Knowledge and the
Literature of Power" (First Published in the North British Review,
August, 1848, as part of a critical essay on Alexander Pope)
What do you learn from Paradise Lost? Nothing at all. What do you
learn from a cookery-book? Something new, something that you did not
know before, in every paragraph. But would you therefore put the
wretched cookery-book on a higher level of estimation than the divine
poem? What you owe to Milton is not any knowledge, of which a million
separate items are still but a million of advancing steps on the same
earthly level; what you owe is power — that is, exercise and
expansion to your own latent capacity of sympathy with the infinite,
where every pulse and each separate influx is a step upwards, a step
ascending as upon a Jacob's ladder from earth to mysterious altitudes
above the earth.
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literary to teeth of kites,
method off whii sharper
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chance of knowledge or
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rotation clast, the
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tinfoil carrot, influx
evoking is a capital letter,
apparatus latent and the same.
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Arp
when a butterfly is stuffed
it becomes a buttered stufferby
the buttered stufferby
becomes a salt-buttered stufferby

In 1915, he moved to Switzerland to take advantage of Swiss
neutrality. Arp later told the story of how, when he was notified to
report to the German consulate, he avoided being drafted into the
German Army: he took the paperwork he had been given and, in the
first blank, wrote the date. He then wrote the date in every other
space as well, then drew a line beneath them and carefully added them
up. He then took off all his clothes and went to hand in his
paperwork.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

the cow takes the parchment road
the tow cakes the parchment road
the pow takes the carchment road
the row takes the parchment coad

the cow takes the parchment broad
the cow takes the parchment droad
the cow takes the parchment eroad
the cow takes the parchment foad
the cow takes the parchment goad
the cow takes the parchment hoad
the cow takes the parchment hroad
the cow takes the parchment ioad
the cow takes the parchment joad
the cow takes the parchment kroad
the cow takes the parchment koad
the cow takes the parchment load



the cow takes the parchment moad
the cow takes the parchment noad
the cow takes the parchment ooad
the cow takes the parchment poad
the cow takes the parchment proad
the cow takes the parchment qoad
the cow takes the parchment qroad
the cow takes the parchment rroad
the cow takes the parchment sroad
the cow takes the parchment soad
the cow takes the parchment toad
the cow takes the parchment troad
the cow takes the parchment ruoad
the cow takes the parchment vroad
the cow takes the parchment voad
the cow takes the parchment wroad
the cow takes the parchment woad
the cow takes the parchment xoad
the cow takes the parchment xroad
the cow takes the parchment ryoad
the cow takes the parchment yroad
the cow takes the parchment yoad
the cow takes the parchment rzoad
the cow takes the parchment zoad

the cow bakes the parchment road
the cow cakes the parchment road
the cow fakes the parchment road
the cow lakes the parchment road
the cow makes the parchment road
the cow rakes the parchment road
the cow sakes the parchment road
the cow wakes the parchment road



the bow takes the parchment road
the bowl takes the parchment road
the blow takes the parchment road
the cow takes the parchment road
the dow takes the parchment road
the flow takes the parchment road
the flow takes the parchment road
the how takes the parchment road
the howl takes the parchment road
the low takes the parchment road
the mow takes the parchment road
the now takes the parchment road
the pow takes the parchment road
the plow takes the parchment road
the row takes the parchment road
the sow takes the parchment road
the slow takes the parchment road
the tow takes the parchment road
the towel takes the parchment road
the vow takes the parchment road
the vowel takes the parchment road
the wow takes the parchment road
the yow takes the parchment road

the dream is a bat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a cat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a date its tongue is a flower
the dream is a eat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a fat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a gat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a hat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a mat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a gnat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a flat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a feat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a gate its tongue is a flower
the dream is a catch its tongue is a flower
the dream is a fate its tongue is a flower
the dream is a hate its tongue is a flower



the dream is a mate its tongue is a flower
the dream is a plat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a late its tongue is a flower
the dream is a rat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a rate its tongue is a flower
the dream is a sat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a sate its tongue is a flower
the dream is a slate its tongue is a flower
the dream is a at its tongue is a flower
the dream is a tat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a vat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a what its tongue is a flower

the bream is a cat its tongue is a flower
the cream is a cat its tongue is a flower
the dream is a cat its tongue is a flower
the ream is a cat its tongue is a flower
the team is a cat its tongue is a flower
the seam is a cat its tongue is a flower
the beam is a cat its tongue is a flower
the gleam is a cat its tongue is a flower

the dream is a cat its tongue is a blower
the dream is a cat its tongue is a clowder
the dream is a cat its tongue is a glower
the dream is a cat its tongue is a lower
the dream is a cat its tongue is a mower
the dream is a cat its tongue is a plower
the dream is a cat its tongue is a rower
the dream is a cat its tongue is a sower
the dream is a cat its tongue is a tower
the dream is a cat its tongue is a wower



wither square silence
who in the wreaths
waiting spherical
fruit doll cloud cradling
eggs together
in skillful mirror flesh

wither square silence
after the aura bureau
who in the wreaths
popular varieties
of the sun, verities
of the sun, waiting
spherical anarchism
shines too little and
was, fruit doll cloud
cradling thin eastern
Americans in 1971,
eggs together contact
the reinforced attention,
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wither square silence
moist forms after
crucial cartoons who,
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fur have farmed its
graphic culture,
waiting spherical bell
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cloud crawling cradling
those rose eggs together
in skillful mirror flesh



wither soluble square silence
who in slick gifts the wreaths
slock gofts waiting spherical
fruit doll cloud cradling slack
gafts eggs together in sluck
gufts skillful mirror flesh

wither sleck gefts square
silence flesh together
who in the mirror wreaths
skillful waiting spherical
fruit in eggs cloud cradling
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